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Mode competition in the gyrotron traveling wave amplifier is shown to be intricately connected to
interplay between the absolute/convective instabilities, circuit losses, and reflective feedback. Ph
origins of spurious oscillations are analyzed and characterized. Fundamental understanding of
processes leads to a device concept which provides zero-drive stability at ultrahigh gain. The sc
was verified in a proof-of-principle experiment in theKa band, producing 93 kW saturated peak powe
at 26.5% efficiency, 70 dB gain, and a 3 dB bandwidth of 3 GHz. [S0031-9007(98)07703-5]

PACS numbers: 84.40.Ik, 84.40.Fe
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The millimeter-wave region of the electromagnetic spe
trum is a relatively unexploited band between the m
crowave and optical frequencies. A myriad of applicatio
[1] of millimeter waves are being conceived which requi
powerful sources well beyond currently available techno
ogy. The electron cyclotron maser mechanism discove
in the 1950s has since evolved from a basic relativis
physics effect into a new class of millimeter wave devic
referred to as the gyrotron. Consider an electron beam
which electrons move in helical orbits in an external ma
netic field. Because of the relativistic mass dependen
of the cyclotron frequency, the electrons in the rf fie
will bunch in their gyrational phase space and thereby a
plify the rf field which causes the bunching to occur. Th
gyrotron traveling wave amplifier (gyro-TWA) is an am
plifier version of the gyrotron which features a fast-wav
structure for high-power and broad-band interaction [2–
The current paper reports studies of the key physics iss
of the gyro-TWA as well as the experimental demonstr
tion of the gyro-TWA as a millimeter-wave amplifier o
unprecedented capabilities in power, gain, bandwidth, a
efficiency.

In contrast to conventional linear beam microwave d
vices such as the traveling wave tube (TWT), the electr
beam employed in the gyrotron possesses a transverse
tion at the electron cyclotron frequency. It is this proper
that allows the beam to selectively interact with a hig
order waveguide mode at a high cyclotron harmonic
properly matching the resonance conditions. However,
additional degree of freedom provided by the multitude
cyclotron harmonics can also generate numerous spuri
oscillations. Interactions with backward waves are sourc
of absolute instabilities [7–12], whereas the forward wa
interactions are normally, but not always, convective ins
bilities [12]. The various absolute instabilities can easi
be the dominant sources of oscillations in the gyro-TWA
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Feedback due to reflections at structural nonuniformitie
presents a different source of oscillation in the high ga
regime (referred to as the reflective oscillation). Reflec
tive oscillations can be effectively eliminated by a sever a
has been a standard practice in TWT’s. However, the a
solute instability is basically different from the reflective
oscillation in that the backward wave associated with th
absolute instability is internally generated by the ac ele
tron beam current. With the beam providing an interna
path, the sever cannot really quite separate the interact
structure into two isolated sections to produce a substa
tial stabilizing effect. Recently, an interaction structur
(Fig. 1) with distributed wall losses was shown to be e
fective in suppressing both types of oscillations [13]. I
Fig. 1, the lossy sectionsL1d and conducting-wall section
sL2d comprise the linear and nonlinear stages of the am
plification, respectively. Like the sever, the lossy sectio
cuts off the path of the reflective feedback loop. In con
trast to the sever, however, it forms the linear amplificatio
stage. To the predominantly backward power flow of th
absolute instability, the lossy section also functions as
effective energy sink.

We shall show that the distributed-loss structure can al
yield ultrahigh stable gain. The scheme is based on t
different responses to wall losses between the cold tube a

FIG. 1. Schematic of aKa band, TE11 mode, fundamental
harmonic gyro-TWA. Lossy sectionL1 and conducting-wall
sectionL2 form the interaction region. The ends are tapere
for broadband coupling.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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hot tube modes. The cold tube mode has all of its ener
in the electromagnetic fields. In a hot tube, however, t
energy of the beam generated mode resides not only in
electromagnetic fields but also in the oscillatory motion
the electrons, the latter being an integral part of the hot tu
mode. The lossy wall absorbs the electromagnetic ener
but not the oscillatory kinetic energy of the electron
Thus, wall losses attenuate the reflected wave (basica
a cold tube mode) significantly more than they reduce t
gain of the amplifying wave (a hot tube mode). It ca
be shown analytically [14] that the reduction in hot tub
gain due to wall losses is only one third of the cold tub
attenuation over the same distance. Such unequal effe
can be exploited to simultaneously achieve both high ga
and stability in a scheme in which the linear sectionsL1d
is made sufficiently long to provide the desired gain, whi
the nonlinear sectionsL2d is constrained to a minimum
length to enhance the threshold of absolute instabilities

We first analyze three types of oscillations based on t
configuration of Fig. 1 by employing the trajectory tracin
technique [15–17] to follow the beam and wave dynam
ics throughout the entire structure. Imposition of physic
boundary conditions at both ends allows the evaluation
a self-consistent rf field profilefszd to account for wave
reflections at all interfaces and nonuniformities. Such d
tails in the modeling allow oscillations of various ori
gins to be studied on the basis of the overall rather th
sectionalized interaction structure. Properties of oscil
tions are illustrated below for the structural dimensions

FIG. 2. Calculated profiles of the rf field amplitudej fszdj in
the structure of Fig. 1 for (a) the global reflective oscillation
(b) the localized reflective oscillation, and (c) the absolu
instability.
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Ref. [13]. However, the qualitative features are of a gen
eral nature.

Reflective oscillations of a global nature start when
the total gain exceeds the reflection at the input/outpu
ends plus the attenuation in the lossy section (all in dB
Figure 2(a) shows the field profile of a typical global re-
flective oscillation. Calculations indicate that the oscilla
tion can be stabilized by lowering the operating currentIb

[Fig. 3(a)] and magnetic fieldB0 [Fig. 3(c)], or by increas-
ing the wall resistivityr [Fig. 3(b)].

The conducting-wall sectionsL2d by itself is subject
to localized oscillations due to reflections at the lossy
wall junction on the left and the output structure on the
right. Figure 2(b) illustrates the field profile of such an
oscillation in the TE111 mode. Since the oscillation is
localized to the conducting-wall section, the oscillation
power is found to be nearly independent of the lengthL1
[Fig. 4(a)] and wall resistivityr [normalized to that of
copperrcu  1.72 3 1028 Vm, Fig. 2(b)] of the lossy
section. These two features are in contrast to the hig
sensitivity of the global reflective oscillation toL1 andr.
Figure 4(c) demonstrates the sensitivity of the oscillatio
power and frequency versus the operating magnetic field

FIG. 3. Calculated power of global reflective oscillations
(TE11 mode, s  1) versus (a) beam currentIb , (b) wall
resistivity r of the lossy section, and (c) magnetic field
B0. Parameters used are (refer to Fig. 1)L1  9.73 cm,
L2  7.73 cm, Vb  100 kV, a  0.85, rc  0.09 cm, and
Dyzyyz  0, whererc is the guiding center position.
4761
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FIG. 4. Calculated power of localized reflective oscillation
(TE111 mode, s  1) in the conducting-wall section versus
(a) lengthL1 of the lossy section, (b) wall resistivityr of the
lossy section, and (c) magnetic fieldB0. Ib  3 A and other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 unless denoted otherw

The gyro-TWA under study (Fig. 1) is most suscep
tible to the TE21 mode absolute instability at the secon
cyclotron harmonic [10]. Figure 2(c) illustrates the fiel
profile of such an oscillation. Figure 5 displays the sta
oscillation currentsIstd versus the electron pitch angle
a s y'yyzd for different values ofr. Ist decreases with
increasinga as expected. Again, the wall resistivity is
shown to have a strong stabilizing effect. Increasing t
wall resistivity will allow stable operation at higherIb and
a values, hence achieve higher power and efficiency.

An experimental gyro-TWA was assembled to verif
the ultrahigh gain scheme just described. A mechanica
tunable magnetron injection electron gun [18] was a
tached to the interaction structure of Fig. 1. Length
of the graphite-coated lossy section (L1  20 cm with
,100 dB loss corresponding tor  3.6 3 104 rcu) and
the conducting-wall sectionsL2  4 cmd were chosen to
achieve high gain as well as overall stability. Input/outp
waves were coupled atz1 andz2 through the side walls with
oscillation-free couplers which also function as conver
ers between circularly and linearly polarized waves. T
magnetic field was provided by a superconducting magn
Output power at low duty was measured with a calibrat
crystal detector (with estimated accuracy of65%) and
4762
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FIG. 5. Calculated start-oscillation current of the secon
harmonic absolute instability (TE21 mode, fosc > 56 GHz)
versus the electron pitch anglea for different values of wall
resistivity r. Vb  100 kV, L1  9.73 cm, L2  7.73 cm,
B0  12.5 kG, andrc  0.09 cm.

verified with a calorimeter (agreement was within,5%).
At the operating beam current of 3.5 A, the gyro-TWA wa
found to be zero-drive stable from all three types of insta
bilities in the optimum range of operating magnetic fiel
(12.65 , B0 , 12.75 kG). As the magnetic field was in-
creased, a localized reflective oscillation was observed a
identified to be the TE111 mode of the conducting-wall
section (Fig. 6). At still higher magnetic field, mode jump
ing was also observed. Note that in Fig. 6 characteri
tics of the observed oscillation power and frequency a
very similar to the theoretically predicted behavior show
in Fig. 4(c).

Figure 7 plots the saturated output power and gain (do
as functions of the frequency. The peak power of 93 kW
corresponds to a saturated gain of 70 dB and efficiency
26.5%. The ultrahigh gain, 30 dB beyond that previous
achieved, permits the use of solid-state sources as drive
The full width at half maximum bandwidth is 3 GHz,
approximately 8.6% of the center frequency. Measure
data are closely matched by theoretical predictions (so
line) using the simulated beam parameters [18]a  1,
Dyzyyz  5%, andrc  0.09 cm, whereDyzyyz is the
electron velocity spread andrc is the radial position of

FIG. 6. Measured power (dots) and frequency (crosses)
spurious oscillations at zero-drive power versus the magne
field. Optimum operating magnetic field of the gyro-TWA (for
Figs. 7 and 8) lies in the stable region.
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FIG. 7. Saturated output power (a) and gain (b) vers
the frequency. Measured and calculated data are shown
dots and lines, respectively.Vb  100 kV, Ib  3.5 A, and
B0  12.7 kG.

the electron guiding centers. The theory also predicts th
the saturated power is almost independent of the leng
of the lossy section while the gain is linearly proportiona
to it. The peak Ohmic power dissipated on the lossy wa
is calculated to be approximately 10 kW, or,300 Wycm2.
The average-power handling capability will be limited b
the availability of proper heat-resistant lossy materials a
advanced cooling techniques. Supplementary attenuat
by broadband side-wall coupling to an external load cou
conceivably be implemented to remove this limitation.

FIG. 8. Measured (dots) and calculated (lines) output pow
versus the drive power. Vb  100 kV, Ib  3.5 A, B0 
12.7 kG, andf  34.2 GHz.
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Figure 8 shows the measured output power versus
input power (dots). Linear and saturated behaviors
consistent with the calculated data (solid line). Aga
a  1, Dyzyyz  5%, andrc  0.09 cm were assumed
in the calculations. In all the measurements for Figs. 7 a
8, we have not detected any spurious oscillation.

These studies indicate that a basic understanding
the intricate interplay between the absolute/convect
instabilities, circuit losses, and reflective feedback is
fundamental importance to the scientific demonstration
the potential capability of the gyro-TWA. Significantly
higher power can be obtained by employing the harmo
cyclotron maser interaction [6,19].
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